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Baby and Child-Specific Products in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Resilient sales amidst economic challenges
Licensing boosts baby and child-specific products
Dynamic growth in sun care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Emphasis on sustainability and natural products
Packaging innovations for sustainability
Continued dominance of e-commerce
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Emphasis on hygiene and self-care
Ongoing brand innovation
Adaptation to post-COVID retail environment

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Adjustments in response to post-pandemic landscape
Continued innovation in body wash/shower gel
Growing emphasis on social awareness
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Colour Cosmetics in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Rise in demand for affordable luxuries
Lip products dominate trends
Expansion of colour cosmetics brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Moderate growth and recovery in unit volumes
Diversification into holistic wellbeing
Growth in colour cosmetics sets/kits
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Deodorants in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Robust growth driven by price increases
Emphasis on sustainability through refillable solutions
Focus on natural and sustainable solutions

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Steady growth driven by premiumisation and population growth
Expansion of beauty brands into personal care
Innovative promotions and social responsibility
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Deodorants in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Growth driven by self-care and at-home treatments
Market expansion through consumer choice
Robust growth in home treatments

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Transition and return to spa treatments
Emphasis on sustainability and natural ingredients
Continued growth of e-commerce
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Table 51 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 52 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
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Depilatories in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Exceptional growth across categories
Expansion of international brands
Robust growth in mass fragrances

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Moderate growth and premiumisation
Entry of new fragrance brands

Fragrances in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Exceptional growth across categories
Expansion of international brands
Robust growth in mass fragrances

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Moderate growth and premiumisation
Entry of new fragrance brands
Growth in fragrance sets/kits
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Hair Care in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Skinification trend boosts demand for hair care products
Inclusive grey hair care solutions
Expansion of international brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Scalp care and skinification
Rise of textured hair care
Continued e-commerce growth
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Table 66 - Sales of Hair Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Men's Grooming in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Expansion of men's grooming categories
Surge in premium offerings
Rise of men's grooming culture

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Men's toiletries set for robust growth as discretionary incomes rise
Surge in premium shaving products
Emergence of men's colour cosmetics
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Strong growth driven by hygiene awareness
Technological advancements in premium toothbrushes
Targeted solutions for oral health concerns

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Innovative sustainability solutions
Canadian focus on natural and sustainable oral care
Steady growth driven by core factors
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Skin Care in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Continued growth driven by self-care and wellbeing
Focus on moisturisers and treatments
Expansion of new brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Focus on self-care and wellbeing
Emphasis on natural and effective formulations
Authentic brand partnerships
**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**
- Increased awareness and normalisation of sun protection
- Integration of skin care properties into sun care
- Public awareness initiatives and accessibility

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
- Innovation and resilience in sun care products
- Consumer education and awareness initiatives
- Climate change and skin health concerns
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**
- Resilient growth in premium beauty and personal care
- Surge in premium hair care demand
- Expansion of premium brands' presence

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
- Projected growth in premium products
- Consolidation of focused premium brands
- Accelerated digital engagement
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Canada

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Emphasis on self-care and wellbeing
Rise of mass dermocosmetics brands
Expansion of The Body Shop's presence

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Sustained growth in mass beauty and personal care
Adaptive strategies in response to shifting consumer habits
Reinforced importance of retail stores in an omnichannel era
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